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Glonass is Russia's homegrown satellite navigation system, designed to provide Russia with its own
navigation data for military and civilian use.

Brazil has agreed to host a third monitoring station for Russia's Glonass satellite navigation
system, which has been pitched as an alternative to the ubiquitous GPS network run by the
U.S., news agency TASS reported Wednesday citing Russia's space agency.

The decision was announced at the end of the ninth meeting of a Russia-Brazil
intergovernmental commission on scientific and technological cooperation. The two
countries have been looking to boost space cooperation, with Glonass as a focal point.

“At the beginning of the fourth quarter of 2015, the construction of a third Glonass station in
Brazil is planned to begin,” TASS quoted the press service of Russia's federal space agency,
Roscosmos, as saying Wednesday.
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Glonass is Russia's homegrown satellite navigation system, designed to provide Russia with
its own navigation data for military and civilian use, as well as to compete with the U.S. Global
Positioning System (GPS) in the commercial market for navigation data.

The competition between the two systems has taken on greater significance against the
backdrop of the Ukraine crisis and the resulting tensions between Russia and the West.

Russia has been pushing to establish ground stations for Glonass around the world, which
would increase the accuracy of the system's data, and announced last year that it wants
anywhere from 36 to 50 ground stations on continents including North America.

However, the U.S. has resisted allowing Russia to install ground stations on its territory,
fearing that they could be fronts for Russian electronic surveillance outposts. The dispute last
year prompted Russia to deactivate GPS stations on Russian soil that were used for geographic
research.

Russia has targeted Cuba and Brazil to host Glonass stations in the Western hemisphere.
Stations have already been established in Brazil and Antarctica, but nowhere else.
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